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V-350C Excavator Mounted Vibratory Hammer 
 
Description 
V-350C Excavator mounted vibratory hammer, installed on the front end of excavator, is 
used with excavator to strike piles in the way of vibration. It is mainly composed of 
hammer, vice arm and clamp. At present, this vibro pile driver has wide applications in 
maintaining sewage system, reinforcing river bank and operating in marshal land. Apart 
from that, it is also workable in piling constructions, such as steel sheet piles, larson piles, 
concrete piles and pipe piles.  
 
Features  
1. V-350C Excavator mounted vibratory hammer is easy and flexible to operate. 
2. It makes little noise and costs little to maintain. 
3. Vibro pile driver is of precise design and reliable performance. 
4. The hammer is efficient and effective.  
 
Parameters  
 

V-350C Excavator Mounted Vibratory Hammer 

Hydraulic System Operation Pressure (Bar) 300 

Eccentric Moment (kg.m): 7 

Frequency (r/min): 2400 

Centrifugal Force (t): 42 

Hydr. Oil flow (lpm): 209 
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Size(W/O vice arm) (mm): 1255*980*2320 

Weight (kg): 1800 

Vice arm (m): 2.5 

Clamp C15 (kg): 500 

Suitable excavator (t): 30~40 

 
Matters Should Be Noticed  
The weight of excavator should be taken into consideration. And centrifugal force of 
V-350C excavator mounted vibratory hammer and limit of pile length should also be 
considered.  
 
Payment and Package  
1. 30% deposit payment should be paid after assigning the contract. Full payment should 
be paid before delivery. 
2. Bare excavator mounted vibratory hammer is going to be wrapped by thin film or 
packaged in wooden boxes as required.  
 
Yong'an Machine is a professional company that integrates the design and development, 
manufacturing, selling and leasing of vibro pile drivers. Presently, we own two factory sites 
respectively in Fuding and Wenzhou. Both the factories are located in concentration 
region of raw material and accessory production for engineering industry, therefore we 
have established persistent and stable cooperative relationship with accessory and raw 
material suppliers. Besides, the two sites enjoy convenient transportation and sufficient 
human resources. The advantages above enable us to shorten our delivery time and 
guarantee the quality .of excavator mounted vibratory hammer.  


